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Abstract: This article presents a social-ecological resilience assessment and attempts to explicitly
examine the impacts of urbanization on resilience, with a view to explore how to strengthen
social-ecological governance of the resilience of urban ecosystems. We use a combined Grey-Fuzzy
evaluation model to discuss a case study of the Su-Xi-Chang city cluster, a metropolitan area
in East China, in which total social-ecological resilience scores generally exhibited an upward
trend, from 0.548 in 2001 to 0.760 in 2013. In the same period, resilience increased in relation to
deterioration of environmental quality, pollution discharge, and landscape and ecological governance
change, but decreased in relation to social-economic development. Besides, different contributions
of indicators to their related resilience values reveal the heterogeneity of the resilience in terms
of various disturbances. In addition, several scenarios are posited in an attempt to detect the
relationship between social-ecological resilience and urbanization with the goal of improving urban
governance. The results suggested that rapid urbanization under rigid and vertically organized
forms of governance would cause the social-ecological system to lose resilience, or even to bring it
near collapse. When the growth rate of urban land expansion reaches 16%, disturbances caused by
urbanization would push the social-ecological system over a particular threshold, where the way it
functions changes. However, it is found that adaptive and collaborative governance, incorporating
increases in both public participation and the efficiency of environment administration, would
strengthen social-ecological governance of resilience to provide the urban system with a wide
operating space, and even with accelerated urbanization ratios.
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1. Introduction

Urban expansion is occurring rapidly all over the world, especially in developing countries [1,2].
Urbanization affects ecosystem functions and services through loss of habit, biomass, and carbon
storage [3–6], which can influence the resilience of urban ecosystems [7–9]. Cities across the world face
many challenges related to expansion due to the sharp contradiction between ecological limits and
urban development, and it is important, therefore, to search for new understandings of urbanization
and governance in order to regulate the existing dysfunction towards sustainability. It has been argued
that an approach that relies on governing resilience in order to meet ongoing challenges is most
effective [10] when it is used in the context of increasing urbanization [11].

Resilience is a unifying concept in a number of disciplines linked to the sustainability sciences [12].
However, resilience and sustainability are two different perspectives. In general, resilience thinking
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emphasizes adaption of the system to change instead of sustainability’s focus on conservation and
mitigation [13]. Definitions of resilience vary between two extremes, with most definitions attempting
to achieve a balance between them [14]; resilience is seen as the ability of a system to “bounce back”
after stress [15,16], and the capacity of systems to adapt or transform in response to unfamiliar
and unexpected shocks [17,18]. In the last decade, the resilience lens broadened its application
to social-ecological system [17,19], emphasizing the domains of attraction, alternative stable states,
and the need for persistence under varying levels of unpredictable disturbance [12]. The concept of
the adaptive cycle is central to social-ecological resilience which describes the general characteristics
of dynamic change in ecosystems as comprising four phases: exploitation, conservation, release
and reorganization [17]. Sustainable development is about creating and maintaining our options
for prosperous social and economic development [20]. Social-ecological resilience with its focus
on the governance of linked social-ecological systems is of interest to the strategies for better
understanding complex feedbacks from habitat mosaics, species assemblages, and other components of
ecosystems [21,22].

Urbanization design is still unclear with respect to future locations, institutions, and rates of urban
expansion [5,23], and predictions of how urbanization affects the functioning of urban ecosystems.
The definitions related to resilience are helpful in our roles as analysts, change agents, or stakeholders,
because we need not only to understand social-ecological resilience in terms of both the resilience
of what (values and levels) and the resilience to what (disturbances), but also to determine how
social-ecological resilience can be perceived in light of rapid urbanization and unpredictable changes.
A resilience assessment builds on theoretical foundations to offer guidance, which can support an
understanding of system dynamics in order to inform management interventions [24–26]. As helpful
and instructive as previous studies are for the development of governance of resilience in urban
systems, most of these studies focus on the empirical analysis of species or community dynamics
(e.g., natural resources, disaster resilience, economic resilience) [27–30], or restrict their aims to
quantifying the specific impact of urbanization procedure such as population agglomeration, land
conversion or regime change [31,32]. However, these aspects are intertwined in that they affect
social-ecological resilience. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no efforts in investigating
the fixed impacts of urbanization procedures on resilience, including urban population growth, urban
land expansion, and social-ecological governance.

Resilience thinking would not presume ‘sufficient knowledge’, but the recognition of
ignorance [16]. Therefore, the present study utilizes social, economic, environmental statistical
data to present a quantitative assessment for social-ecological resilience by applying a combined
Grey-Fuzzy model [33,34] which can identify resilience levels and the heterogeneity of resilience.
In addition, we posit several scenarios, revealing the gaps and opportunities that, when acted upon,
will guide social-ecological governance of the resilience of the urban ecosystem in the context of rapid
urbanization, simultaneously with urban population growth and land expansion. According to our
findings, this study proposes a theoretical and practical guide to inform the governance strategies of
social-ecological resilience in future urban development.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Situated in the eastern coastal economic belt of China (Figure 1), the region of Suzhou, Wuxi,
and Changzhou (Su-Xi-Chang), a large city cluster has contributed significantly to the economic
growth of Jiangsu Province. The annual gross domestic product (GDP) increased rapidly from
26.87 thousand CNY in 2001 to 114.25 thousand CNY in 2013, far beyond provincial average levels
(Figure 2). Following development of the economy, its demographic urbanization level increased
from 39.79% in 2001 to 78.22% in 2013, and its land urbanization level grew significantly, from
6.84% in 2001 to 18.83% in 2014 (Figure 3). As of today, China is developing according to its own
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interpretation of ecological modernization with environmental governance [35–37]. In the fierce urban
expansion process, environmental problems often remain unidentified in a study region, as there
is some uncertainty about which department has official jurisdiction over these issues, and public
participation in environmental initiatives is limited. In addition, the local governing system consists
of a loose ensemble of institutions, which are increasingly driven by divergent interests. Therefore,
significant challenges exist because socio-ecological governance in the region relies on urban planning
that lacks scientific content, coordination, and strategy.
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Figure 3. Urban expansion in the Su-Xi-Chang city cluster in the year of (A) 2001 and (B) 2010. 
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2.2. Index of the Social-Ecological Resilience Assessment

Social-ecological resilience refers to the capacity of a social-ecological system that generally allows
it to absorb disturbances of all kinds, regenerate, and remain in a desirable state; additionally, it also
refers to people’s ability to adapt and maintain the resilience of the system [24]. Walker and Salt [38]
state that “resilience is an emergent property that applies in different ways and in the different domains
that make up our system; it is contextual and it depends on which part of the system you are looking
at and what questions you are asking.” This study focuses on the social-ecological resilience of some
specified parts of urban ecosystem, coupled with economic, social, and ecological systems in terms of
various disturbances. Some disturbances are frequent, as we know and expect, such as fires, floods,
resource consumption, and pollution emissions. The ecosystem has evolved mechanisms to strengthen
its resilience in order to absorb these kinds of disturbances. Gradually, the system adapts to these
disturbances and deals with them effectively. And it would lead to a loss of resilience. Besides, some
other disturbances are more rare and are significantly larger in magnitude, although they might often
be similar types as frequent disturbances. These kinds of disturbances can swamp the resilience of
the system and reconfigure it. For example, the decease of arable land and woodlands are mainly
converted into residential and industrial land in the process of urban land expansion, which leads to a
fundamental change in the functions and services of the original ecosystems. Furthermore, there are
disturbances that cannot be predicted. A good way of exploring strategies for resilience governance is
to review the history of a system in terms of disturbances and to identify the items that have caused a
great deal of influence on resilience in the past [39].

Experience from a succession of workshops on assessing resilience suggests that an appropriate
process for describing the system is to work through some steps as shown in Table 1. To assess and
manage the resilience of social-ecological system, it is vital to identify the characteristics of the systems
that are of concerns to stakeholders. According to the identified items, the present case study, therefore,
presents a hierarchical structure index system for resilience assessment (Table 2). In the index system,
the resilience of the ecological domain focuses on anthropogenic pollution load, urban environmental
quality and urban landscape patterns; the resilience of the socio-ecological domain focuses on urban
population growth, quality of life, economic structures and activities, and social-ecological governance.
These items not only form the baseline indicators of social-ecological resilience, but can also be used to
measure the forces contributing to the strengthening or weakening of resilience. The indicators for
resilience assessment are selected based on the principles of integrity, simplicity, independence, and
data availability, and a strategic explanation of resilience items as its goal.
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Table 1. Identifications of socio-ecological resilience in urban system.

Resilience of What Systems Combined with Economy, Society and Environment

Resilience to what Disturbances that can flip the social ecosystem into an alternate undesirable state

By/for whom Urban ecosystem survivability, wellbeing, and social institutions that want to maintain their social-ecological systems in a desirable state

Strategies for resilience Identify existing and new strategies to enhance resilience in response to these disturbances

Table 2. Index system of the social-ecological resilience assessment.

Target Layer Sub-System Dimension Parameter First Component in Principal
Component Analysis

Social-ecological
resilience levels

Ecological system

Pollution load

The frequency of acid rain (%) 0.030
Discharge of sulfur dioxide (kg) 0.943

Discharge of chemical oxygen demand (kg) 0.935
Discharge of solid waste (kg) 0.498

Discharge of ammonia nitrogen compounds (kg) 0.622
Energy consumption (tce) 0.975

Water consumption (t) 0.883
Fires 0.648

Environmental violations case −0.354

Environmental quality

Precipitation (mm) −0.523
Utmost highest/lowest temperature of the year (◦C) −0.364

Up-to-standard rate of urban surface water quality (%) 0.613
Up-to-standard rate of the water quality of drinking water source (%) 0.827

The proportion of superior air days in total (%) 0.868
Coverage of noise controlled area (%) 0.879

Eutrophication level of Taihu Lake −0.795

Landscape pattern

The growth rate of urban land expansion (%) −0.941
Annual reduction rate of arable land (hectare) 0.603

Green coverage rate in urban constructed areas (%) 0.869
Area coverage of the parks, gardens, and green areas (hectare) 0.981

Areas of roads (hectare) −0.916
Length of anti-flood dykes (km) 0.848

Natural conservation area coverage (%) −0.787
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Table 2. Cont.

Target Layer Sub-System Dimension Parameter First Component in Principal
Component Analysis

Social-ecological
resilience levels

Social-economic
system

Social-economic
development

Urban population ratio (%) 0.917
GDP per capita (100 million yuan) 0.947

Annual increasing in value of gross agricultural output (%) 0.626
The proportion of second industry in GDP (%) −0.283

The growth rate of per capita disposable income of urban households (%) 0.415
The growth rate of saving deposit of residents (%) 0.646

The growth rate of general consumer price index of urban residents (%) 0.557
Human life expectancy (year) 0.951

Annual increasing rate of privately possessed cars (%) −0.245

Social-ecological
governance

The water-reuse rate (%) 0.931
The rate of municipal wastewater treatment (%) 0.561

Ratio of industrial waste water that meets discharge standards (%) 0.974
Ratio of comprehensive utilization of solid industrial waste (%) 0.881

The GDP growth rate of environment administration (%) 0.708
Fixed assets investment in environmental and public facilities management (ten

thousands yuan) 0.899

Expenditures on natural science and technology (ten thousands yuan) 0.793
Percentage of employees in public administration and social organizations (%) 0.051

Social welfare enterprise −0.956
Note: In the column of “first component in principal component analysis”, a positive value suggests that the indicator contributes positively to the resilience value of the sub-system,
and negative value suggests that the indicator contributes negatively to the resilience value of the sub-system.
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In the present research, we collected relevant data from the Statistical Yearbooks of Wuxi,
Suzhou, and Changzhou (2001–2013), the Environment Statistical Bulletin of Jiangsu Province,
and the Water Quality Bulletin of the Provincial Boundaries of Taihu Lake Basin. SPSS 20.0 was
used to undertake principal component analysis (PCA) [40,41] in order to holistically convert a large
dataset of originally-correlated variables into the principal components of resilience. On this basis,
each evaluation criteria layer was weighted according to its relative importance using analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) [42]. Furthermore, a composed Grey-Fuzzy model, based on grey correlation analysis
and fuzzy hierarchy evaluation was performed. This model enables us to comprehensively evaluate
the long-term levels of social-ecological resilience.

The default standardization method of SPSS is applied to calculate z-scores in order to eliminate
the influence of the dimension and magnitude of unprocessed data.

That is:
Zij = (xij − xi)/si (1)

where Zij is the standardized variable values; xij is the actual variable value; xi is the variable (indicators)
of arithmetic mean; and si is the standard deviation.

2.3. Principal Component Analysis of Criteria Layers

PCA forms a new mutually uncorrelated composite index to replace the original index [43,44],
and, thus, reduces the dimensionality of the indicators. Consequently, a large dataset of original
variables is converted into a smaller set of variables with a minimal loss of original information [45].
All statistical tests were performed using SPSS 20, and the scores show the extent to which the criteria
layers of pollution discharge, environmental quality, landscape pattern, social-economic development,
and social-ecological governance are related to social-ecological resilience.

2.4. Comprehensive Evaluation by Composed Grey-Fuzzy Model

The Grey-Fuzzy composite evaluation can assess fuzzy factors where insufficient information
is available [46]. By linking the Grey system theory and fuzzy evaluation method, we can reduce
the influence of subjective factors. More importantly, this method can be quantitatively defined and
divided in to the following steps.

2.4.1. Determining the Membership Grade Based on the Grey Correlation Coefficient

The optimal index set was determined according to Equation (2).

y∗ = (y∗1 , y∗2 , . . . , y∗m) (2)

where y∗i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are the annual values of the resilience criteria-layers; therefore, we can
construct the initial matrix E:

E =


y∗1 y∗2 · · · y∗m
y11 y12 · · · y1m
y21 y22 · · · y2m
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
yn1 yn2 · · · ynm

 (3)

where Yji is the actual measurement value for the ith evaluation factor in the j-th year. For factor ‘i’,
ymin

i refers to the minimum value of yi and ymax
i refers to the maximum value of yi, which can be

further given as:

Aji =
yji − ymin

i

ymax
i − ymin

i
i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n (4)
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The Grey correlation coefficient was acquired using the membership functions ηj(i), which can be
determined using Equation (5).

ηj(i) =
min

j
min

i

∣∣∣y∗i − yji

∣∣∣+ ρmax
j

max
i

∣∣∣y∗i − yji

∣∣∣∣∣∣y∗i − yji

∣∣∣+ ρmax
j

max
i

∣∣∣y∗i − yji

∣∣∣ (i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n); (5)

where yji is the actual measurement value for the ith evaluation factor in the jth year, and y∗i is the
priority value of the evaluation factor, ρ ∈ [0, 1], ρ = 0.5.

After calculating the membership grades of all evaluation factors, we established the single factor
fuzzy judgment matrix using Equation (6).

R =


η1(1) η2(1) · · · ηn(1)
η1(2) η1(2) · · · ηn(2)
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
η1(m) η1(m) · · · η1(m)


m∗n

(6)

where R is the evaluation matrix of the integrated resilience.

2.4.2. Determining the Weight

To account for the different effects of each factor, using AHP [47,48], we assigned a specific weight
to each factor and then created a weight matrix (W) for all evaluation factors, which was achieved in
the design of matrix J = (Aij)n*n:

J =
(
Aij
)

n∗n =

 A11 · · · A1n
...

. . .
...

An1 · · · Ann

 (7)

where, Aij is the mean value (scored by experts) for distinguishing the importance of indicator i relative
to indicator j. After the consistency test, the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue is determined as the
index weight:

W = (W1, W2, . . . , Wn) (8)

2.4.3. Assessing the Fuzzy Composite

The result for the combined reduction technologies were acquired using Equations (9) and (10).

B = W × R (9)

B × C = V (10)

where B is the fuzzy vector of the evaluation results, C is the column vector of each criteria layer,
and V consists of the values indicating the overall resilience levels from 2001 to 2013.

2.5. Scenario Analysis and Predictions

Understanding the interplay between thresholds and the linkages between resilience and
urbanization is critical in understanding the socio-ecological resilience of urban system in the context
of urbanization process. Whereas resilience management has been practiced as a part of urban
governance for some time, adaptive design remains a largely untested idea in urban planning, and
requires a higher level of transdisciplinary collaboration than that which is currently practiced by
the local government. Accordingly, we propose a scenario simulation analysis, for which different
scenarios and parameterizations are designed to account for variations in social-ecological resilience, in
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order to detect the linkages between resilience and urbanization. Measurements, given by regression
analysis [49], performed using SPSS 20, have to be chosen in order to identify the links between
these different indices in order to increase understanding of how urbanization procedures can be
best governed. These links cannot be considered as representing one-to-one, linear relationships, as
changes in the region often result from a complex chain of interactions between resilience items.

Regression analysis is a powerful statistical process widely used for estimating the relationships
among variables [50,51]. It includes many techniques for modelling and analysing several variables,
when the focus is on the relationship between multi-independent variables. More specifically,
regression analysis helps one understand how the typical value of the dependent variable changes
when any one of the independent variables is varied, while the other independent variables are held
fixed. In doing so, the proposed methodology analysed a set of typical indicators evaluated for each
considered strategy, which included the urban population ratio (UPR), the growth rate of urban land
expansion (ULG), environmental violation (ε1), eutrophication level (ε2), the GDP growth rate of
environment administration (µ1), and the percentage of employees working in public administration
and social organizations (µ2) (Table 3).

Table 3. Index for scenario predictions in a social-ecological resilience assessment.

Analysis Module Indicators

Urbanization process Urban population ratio (UPR)
The growth rate of urban land expansion (ULG)

Risk
Environmental violation (ε1)
The eutrophication level (ε2)

Adaptive co-governance The GDP growth rate of environment administration (µ1)
Percentage of employees in public administration and social organizations (µ2)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Resilience Levels

The total social-ecological resilience score of the Su-Xi-Chang city cluster generally exhibited
an upward trend from 0.548 in 2001 to 0.760 in 2013, signifying a period of adaptive evolution,
as illustrated in Figure 4A. A multiscale analysis of resilience is fundamental to an understanding of
the dynamics and development of intertwined urban systems. In this study, the trend in integrated
resilience resulted from the combined effect of all five aspects in the social-ecological system,
as described in Figure 4B. From 2001 to 2013, resilience related to environmental quality, pollution
emission, and landscape pattern and social-ecological governance increased by varying degrees,
whereas resilience related to the social-economic development decreased. As shown in Table 2, the first
principal component matrix of variables derived from the PCA presents the respective contributions
of the indicators to the values of the sub-system’s resilience, using the scoring range: 0 = no impact
up (down) to 1 (−1) = high impact. Specifically, the closer an indicator’s absolute value gets to 1,
the greater its contribution to the values of the sub-system’s resilience. Different scores indicate
the heterogeneity of the resilience in terms of various disturbances. More concretely, in response to
relatively small disturbances that have relatively low scores, the social-ecosystem returns to “normal”
with relative ease following the disturbances, such as discharge of solid waste, environmental violations
and utmost highest/lowest temperature of the year. However, large or infrequent disturbances that
have relative high scores might push the system into an undesirable state, a factor that should be given
significant importance in resilience governance, such as fierce urban land expansion and a massive
blue-algal bloom in Taihu Lake. Furthermore, the resilience from social-economic governance had
been strengthened, but the score of employees in public administration and social organizations was as
little as 0.051 in the first component of PCA. This suggests that public participation had a low effect on
socio-ecological resilience governance during the period of 2001–2013, which conforms to the situation
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of the study area that lacked horizontal communication in the processes of decision-making, policy
design, and implementation.Sustainability 2016, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 18 
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3.2. Resilience Dynamic

As urban systems are characterized by shifting contexts [52], they would appear to be amenable
to the adaptive cycle model [53,54], which shows movement of a system through the four dynamic
phases of exploitation, conservation, release, and reorganization [55,56]. According to adaptive cycle
theory, the Su-Xi-Chang city cluster experienced, for the first phase, exploitation (γ), from 2001 to 2005,
where resilience appeared as a wave-linked curve in 2003, after which resilience experienced a rapid
growth. This led to a phase of conservation (K) from 2005 to 2008, where levels of resilience were
maintained in a stable state. In 2009, the resilience value jumped suddenly to another level, signaling
a stage of release (Ω). Finally, after 2009, a reorganization and renewal (α) took place, which saw
resilience remaining at a high level. As a system passes through the stages of the adaptive cycle, its
resilience is subject to change. The dynamics between periods of abrupt and gradual change, and the
capacity to adapt, transform, and persist, are at the core of resilience in social-ecological systems [53].
Based on cluster analyses of resilience values during the period of 2001–2013, the social-ecological
resilience in this case study was characterized by adaptability, persistence and transformability (Table 4).
Generally, the intrinsic tendency to produce dynamic change is affected by blending in intricate ways
given the effects of stochasticity, such as abnormal weather, economic fluctuations, floods, fires or
some environmental violation events. When these disturbances occur, resilience may fluctuate as the
social-ecosystem absorbs the disturbances and sustains itself by means of its adaptive competence
and the accumulation of resources (γ). In the exploitation state (2001–2005), however, disturbances
exploited new opportunities and resources available to the ecosystem, and resilience was enhanced,
resulting in modifications to the response to the disturbances, leading the system being at a high
connectivity and predominated by conservative components (K). In the subsequent conservation
of the structure (2005–2008), disturbance-taking was no longer encouraged or even tolerated, and,
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consequently, resilience persisted in a relatively stable domain. Social-ecological systems may become
very resilient in the face of frequent types of disturbances, but are rather weak with respect to
infrequent disturbances [57]. In 2007, a rampant bloom of blue-green algae in Taihu caused the aquatic
environment to deteriorate severely due to heavy eutrophication, leading to disastrous disruption
and damage to ecosystem functions [58,59]. Moreover, in 2008 the government implemented “Land
finance”, facilitating sharp urban land expansion in the study area, which, in turn, caused continued
changes in land use, and a shortage of and pollution of water resources. As a result, levels of urban
resilience suffered a phase of decline (Ω) before transforming and recovering in order to reach a new
stability and healthy robustness (α). The γ-K transition is referred to as the front loop while the Ω to α
transition is called the back loop in this representation of three-characteristic resilience. Illustrated in
Figure 5, the two-loop dynamics of the adaptive cycle reflect the resilience of the urban system during
the period of 2001–2013, either in the same or reorganized in a different configuration.

Table 4. Corresponding characteristics of the results of the combined Grey-Fuzzy model and the
cluster analysis.

Grade of Cluster
Analysis Time Assessment Scores of

Grey-Fuzzy Model Characteristic of Resilience Change

Adaptability 2001 to 2003 0.548–0.509 As a part of resilience, the adaptability to adjust its
response to change and thereby allowing for
development within the original trajectory.2003 to 2005 0.509–0.557

Persistence
2005 to 2008 0.557–0.580 Resilience remains within a relatively stable domain

and perturbations are controlled.2010 to 2013 0.770–0.760

Transformability 2008 to 2009 0.582–0.745 A shift between different stability trajectories.
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3.3. Scenario Analyses

In line with the changing trends that characterized the period from 2001 to 2013, regression
analysis showed further significant relationships among the variables of resilience, urbanization, risk,
and social-ecological governance, as presented in the following equation:

Resilience = −0.0216UPR + 0.0001UPR2 + 0.1889ULG− 0.0059ULG2 − 0.0006ε1

−0.0504ε2 + 0.0061ε2
2 + 0.0078µ1 − 0.0002µ2

1 + 0.3582µ2 − 0.0565µ2
2

(11)

Scenario analyses were, therefore, made on the basis of the variable relationships as shown in
Equation (10).
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From 2001 to 2013, UPR in the study area grew from 39.79% to 78.22%, and ULG increased from
6.84% to 18.83%. The environmental changes associated with urbanization have been significant
during the last century, and are expected to continue through the next several decades. Therefore, in
accordance with this trend, it is predicted that UPR will experience moderate growth (Figure 6A) in the
future, while ULG will increase sharply (Figure 7A). Therefore, according to the variable relationships
given in Equation (10), and based on the assumption that the other indicators kept the status quo,
one analysis shows that levels of resilience will be persistent (Figure 6B) if UPR continues to increase
according to the trend from 2001 to 2013; however, another analysis finds that the resilience level will
decline substantially (Figure 7B) if ULG increases in line with the trend of 2001 to 2013. Accordingly,
continued urbanization, especially with respect to urban land expansion, can have a devastating
impact on the resilience. Moreover, the study results show that social-ecological resilience in the study
area will first increase in response to the disturbances caused by the processes of land urbanization
and then fall off sharply. Resilience might decline if ULG increases to 16% (Figure 7C). This suggests
that disturbances caused by urbanization would push the system over a particular threshold where
the way it functions will change when the growth rate of urban land expansion reaches 16%.
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Considering the combined effects of urban population growth and urban land expansion, the
results reveal that resilience will be dramatically eroded when the system is faced with frequent risks,
based on the assumption that both UPR and ULG increased in the future, along with the trend from
2001 to 2013 (Figure 8). This reveals that the current level of social-ecological resilience may not
be able to withstand future disturbances from urbanization processes, and such disturbances could
result in the social-ecological system becoming unable to self-regulate, or even cause it to collapse.
In contrast, if the urban development processes focused on the protection of the natural environment
by ceasing urban expansion and construction, the trend of eroding resilience might be prevented,
and the resilience of the urban system would continue at its present level and absorb disturbances,
with risk levels remaining consistent with those of 2013 (Figure 9).
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Because cities are the main sources of economic development in a modern society, urbanization
has become a global trend for the promotion of economic and social development. Accordingly,
urban governance must enable cities to navigate through changes and to develop their capacity to
withstand risk. However, existing governance in the study area, which remains characterized by
poor efficiency and low public participation, has served as a deterrent to such sustainable urban
developments. According to the results of the scenarios analyses, if local governance in the study
area continues to maintain its traditional, rigid, and closed structure during future rapid urban
development, resilience will be corrupted and eroded, and there could be a return to the release
stage of the adaptive cycle (Ω) (Figure 10A). China’s cities are attempting to use urban transition to
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ecological integration in the new type of urbanization to help as well as protect ecosystems and the
environment, advancing policies as well as collaboration and integration. The cities also fully embody
the urgency of theoretical research and practical innovations on social-ecological resilience governance
and planning practices. Accordingly, this study attempts to link the outcome of social-ecological
resilience with urban ecological governance changes. Because the adaptation cycle itself is iterative,
dynamic, interconnected [60], and diverse, multi-partner governance arrangements should be created
to represent hybrid combinations of the state, market, and community-based systems, including
co-management, public-private partnerships, and private-social partnerships [61,62]. Accordingly, on
the assumption that the governance of local resilience can be achieved via adaption and collaboration,
such as through increases in environmental values and in the proportion of employees in public
administration and social organization (e.g., increasing µ1 and µ2), the socio-ecological resilience
would be significantly enhanced and would be able to deal with disturbances (Figure 10B), moving
towards the exploitation phase (γ) according to the adaptive cycle. This implies that those mechanisms
of urban governance that exhibit a co-evolutionary relationship between multi-stakeholders and the
urban ecosystem would enable active adaptions to complex urbanization disturbances.
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4. Conclusions

Quantifying the social-ecological resilience of urban system leads to a better understanding of the
dynamics and development of the system, making it possible to determine how best to make governing
strategies for intertwined urban systems to withstand specific disturbances in the future. This work
proposes a quantitative assessment of social-ecological resilience for the case study in the Su-Xi-Chang
city cluster and attempts to determine the impacts of urbanization on the resilience, with a view to
improve social-ecological governing strategies. Our results demonstrate that the social ecosystem
experienced an adaptive evolution during the period of 2001–2013 in the Su-Xi-Chang city cluster,
and identify the respective contribution of various items that influence their related resilience values,
which indicated the heterogeneity of the resilience in terms of various disturbances. In addition, this
study reveals the dynamic of the social-ecological system moving through the adaptive cycle, which
illuminated the importance of both phase and perspective in understanding the current position of the
urban system and possible future trajectories as a function of connectedness and potential for collapse.
Moreover, scenario analyses in the study, in which we evaluated the effects of the urbanization process
and social-ecological governance on the resilience, revealed that continuously rapid urbanization,
under rigid vertically organized governing (as in a top-down method, or a powerful government)
with few horizontal communications, would result in a sharp decline in social-ecological resilience
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(or even returns it to the release phase) in the future, opposite to the loop of Ω to α in an adaptive
cycle, especially with respect to urban land expansion. When ULG reaches 16%, disturbances caused
by urban land expansion can push the social-ecological system over a particular threshold where it
changes the way it functions.

Urbanization is a megatrend that is expected to continue throughout the globe [63]. Governance
solutions are important factors to planning for urban resilience. In light of this, innovation in urban
governance is rapidly advancing around the world, with neither an established endpoint, nor a
predetermined path towards economic development [64]. Currently, China’s governance is lacking a
public mechanism and needs to be integrated with multi-stakeholders. Our evaluated results showed
that public participation had a low effect in the socio-ecological resilience governance in the study area
during the period of 2001–2013. Accordingly, this study posits regime change scenarios and confirmed
that adaptive and collaborative governance, incorporating increases in both public participation and
the efficiency of environment administration, would strengthen the social-ecological governance
of resilience to provide the urban system with a wide operating space, and even with accelerated
urbanization ratios.

This explorative study broadens the scope of research in resilience thinking from a focus on
the resilience management of urban ecosystem, and understanding and accounting for the social
dimensions that allow sustainable ecosystem governance of dynamic populations and landscapes
during periods of urbanization. Scenario analysis also helps to recognise what are more efficient actions
to adopt in urban governing strategies in terms of social-ecological resilience. Assessment models
have been shown to be useful tools in previous assessments of regional ecological carrying capacity
and environmental risk [33,34]. The present study expands the methods used to create assessment
models for a three-dimensional and comparative analysis, allowing a more comprehensive illustration
of social-ecological resilience. While the results of our study are meaningful, it should be noted that
scenario analyses for the resilience were designed based on a relatively simplistic consideration by
focusing on typical indicators that are easy to measure. An understanding of a complex system requires
us to know everything about everything. However, resilience thinking actually aims to identify the
minimum key information we need to effectively manage the system for the values which are important
for governance [39]. We recommend for future work to supplement some unquantifiable variables for
significantly exploring our knowledge of the resilience dynamics of social-ecological systems.
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